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AMR’s “Cap High Expense Allocation Program (‘C.H.E.A.P.’)”: 
This strategy adheres to a strategic asset allocation, with low turnover, using low-cost ETF indexed funds.  AMR 
strives to maintain an average expense ratio in each “CHEAP” portfolio strategy of 0.50% or less (and, with 
AMR’s fee, a total management cost of 1.0% or less).  Mutual funds may be used when deemed appropriate, as 
long as they do not undermine the intended average expense ratio at the time of inclusion in the strategy.  The 
AMR Cap High Expense Allocation Program’s strategy is managed in a manner that leads to generally low 
turnover of holdings.  AMR pays all fund purchase and sale transaction costs, and there are no commission 
expenses. CHEAP portfolios will be managed on a discretionary basis only, and require a minimum initial 
account size of $500,000.  There are three portfolio designs each intended to reflect and respond to varying risk 
tolerance profiles.  They are as follows:  
A. Conservative (approximately 33% 
equity and 67% fixed income) 
B. Income & Growth (approximately 
50%equity and 50% fixed income) 
C. Moderate Growth (approximately 
67% equity and 33% fixed income) 
 
Strategic Asset Allocation: 
Asset allocation strategies are all, at 
least in-part, based on Harry 
Markowitz’s Nobel Prize winning 
Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT).  In 
this theory, it is possible to 
construct an “efficient frontier” 
allowing the maximum portfolio 
performance for given tolerance 
level of risk.  According to MPT, 
there are four basic steps in 
portfolio construction: (a.) security 
valuation, (b.) asset allocation, 
(c.)portfolio optimization, & (d.) 
performance measurement.  Strategic Asset Allocation is essentially a rule of diversification both among and 
within asset classes; a sort of process for “not putting all your eggs in one basket,” and moreover, determining 
in which “baskets” to put how many “eggs”.  By identifying historical performance and volatility of various asset 
classes and sub-classes, a portfolio is optimally designed to fit an investor’s anticipated risk profile and return 
goals.  Strategic Asset Allocation is generally somewhat static in apportioning allocation weightings to which 
asset classes in the management of volatility exposure. This approach presumes that long-term performance 
and volatility characteristics are inclined remain consistent giving rise to a sense of greater long-term 
predictability of portfolio designs.  Although participation in a strategic asset allocation will inevitably at any 
moment in time include holdings in underperforming asset classes, it typically also retains positions in favorably 
performing asset classes, resulting in more modest risk characteristics and predictable long-term returns.            
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